Holy Hallucinations 35
This is a response to creationmuseum’s video, “Ken Ham Responds to Intolerant Bill Nye Defenders”.
I know many of you were anticipating a prolonged and potentially vicious bout of monkey slapping in this episode, so my apologies for disappointing you by this unexpected change to your scheduled programming. Rest assured that normal service will resume as soon as possible, but this unavoidable detour resulted from Mr. Ham apparently getting a little butt-hurt by the response to the odious misinformation he and his simians proffered in their attacks on Bill Nye, and therby releasing a follow-up video where he proceeded to whine pitifully like a little girl while simultaneously providing a quite illuminating glimpse of the grotesque and tortured thought processes infesting his cranial cavity.
And although the subjects he slimed over aren’t really within the scope of the topics usually covered by this channel, for the sake of completeness I nevertheless thought it would be worthwhile to give my opinion on his astonishingly simple-minded machinations before moving on to his menagerie and then finally drawing a curtain over this sorry and extraordinarily pathetic incident.
“It was so sad to see that many of the responses to Doctor Menton and Doctor Purdham and myself were, from the secularists, were just name calling. In fact the attacks of Doctor Purdham’s Facebook were vicious… err… there was much profanity…”
I realize you made this video before I’d produced Holy Hallucinations 34, Ken, but I’m going to assume that you’d also include me amongst the shoddy rabble to which you’re referring. Thus, while I have to grudgingly admit that I may have been a little derogatory and perhaps hurled an innocuous little epithet or two, I’d have to take issue about any characterization of my response as being “just” name-calling.
If so, then I’d invite you to watch my video again and see if you can find the numerous points at which I specifically pointed out and explained your lies, errors and deceptions and then rammed them vigorously up your arse as roughly as I possibly could. If you do spot them, Ken, then perhaps it’ll help explain why you’ve been walking a little funny of late, and why it hurts so much to sit down.
“Heh… I mean… it’s… it’s… it’s interesting that many of the secularists were commenting on the fact that we don’t allow comments on our videos on YouTube. Well… you can’t. Because what happens is the secularists attack in a vicious way, as we saw happen as a result of our response to Bill Nye.”
I see. And are you and the creatures that do your bidding aware that comments can be moderated by setting them to approval, Ken? That’s not ideal, of course, because it opens one up to accusations of censorship, since one could potentially allow only favorable comments and ignore all dissenting voices, no matter how respectfully they expressed themselves. Of course, that shouldn’t affect you Ken, because you’re a fine, upstanding Christian, and a Creationist at that, so I’m sure you’d never dream of being so reprehensibly dishonest. After all, only a complete and utter shit-bag with no sense of common decency or fair play would behave in such a disgusting and craven way, would they?
But I do realize that this would mean that someone at your so-called museum might be exposed to a vernacular that they’re perhaps a little unused to, and that these timid and delicate flowers might be driven to apoplexy at the sight some good old-fashioned Anglo-Saxon argot. And while I also realize that this would give you a superficially plausible excuse for disabling comments, unfortunately for you it gives you no explanation as to why you miserable mother-fuckers also disabled ratings now, does it?
So allow me to proffer my own explanation, Ken. It’s the same one that elucidates the behavior of countless other cranially crippled numbnuts who do the same thing –because they’re a bunching of lily-livered chicken-shits whose arguments couldn’t withstand the scrutiny of a lobotomized chihuahua that’s too stupid to find and lick its own bollocks, let alone that of the entire internet. So until you man up and turn on those ratings, you can take your protestations about profanity and jam up them up your arse with a fish fork, because the reality is that you’re just a miserable coward who brooks no dissent, presumably because either your childlike mind can’t bring itself to imagine that its cherished delusions are about as real as Kirk Cameron’s talent, or because you don’t want the poor sheep that keep your gravy train running stumbling upon the fact that the entire lucrative crock you’ve been selling them is brimming over with nothing but steaming shite.
“But, you know, in a way it’s… it’s because they’re insecure. They’re extremely insecure in their belief. For someone who’s an atheist… if there’s no god…errr… I mean… when you die, from your perspective you won’t even know you were ever existed. When people near you die, they won’t know you existed, you won’t know they existed. Eventually everyone dies, no one will know anything ever was. I mean… no purpose and meaning in life. What does it really matter anyway? Why… why do they really care?”
You’re going to elaborate further on your interesting little theory regarding atheists’ motivations later, so I’ll deal with it then. Meanwhile I’ll take a moment and answer your question about why it matters, at least to me. I’d like to make it clear, though, that I speak only for myself, and no one else, but nevertheless my n=1 should sufficiently serve to stuff your generalized psychological speculations back up the warm and noxiously pungent body cavity you pulled them from.
You see there are a number of reasons that I care, but perhaps the foremost is that I can’t stand lying, dishonest fucks; and in particular I abhor with a vengeance lying fucks who do their brazen lie-fuckery from an alleged pedestal of moral superiority on which they alone have placed themselves. Because as much as I abhor liars, Ken, I absolutely detest self-righteous, self-satisfied, hypocritical ones.
And while it might be argued that your lying isn’t deliberate but instead based either on ignorance or the fact that your brain’s been starved of oxygen from decades of residing in the lower reaches of your digestive tract, I beg to differ. You and the other scum peddling your particular brand of dishonest and deliberately erroneous filth have been corrected on your astounding inanities on countless occasions, yet keep trotting out the same arguments as if they’d never been rammed unceremoniously up your tailpipes with a rusty crowbar. Doing that is reprehensibly dishonest, so perhaps you shouldn’t be too surprised when one or two people get annoyed, frustrated and perhaps just a little rude to you.
Another reason I care, Ken, is that I take personal offense when certifiable buffoons take it upon themselves to smear the work and memories of the best of us with the excrement that passes for their thought processes. The very scientists you instruct innocent children to ignore are the same people whose work and brilliance have allowed stinking shit-sacks like you to live lives of unimaginable opulence compared to those you’d be enduring if humanity had made the mistake of listening to your ignominious predecessors instead of theirs. You’re an ungrateful little prick who chooses to perpetuate his comfortable delusion by spitting on the hard-won achievements of people whose arses you’re unfit to wipe with your tongue; and for that alone I feel no compunction being more than a little rude to you.
Finally, when it comes to what you and your fellow Luddites would like to inflict on humanity – to have us revert to a primitive mindset that claims to explain everything by explaining nothing; that cares more for the unproven promise of an afterlife than for the alleviation of suffering in the one life we’re certain of; that commands unquestioning subservience rather than promoting curiosity; that values the comfort of stultifying dogma over the thrill of the unknown; that promotes indoctrination and conformity over inquiry and individuality; and that cares more for preserving the status quote than the quest for truth and knowledge – well… when it comes to that, I’ll be fucked if I’m going to stand by as you condemn my children to your insanity, and as far as I’m concerned every thinking man and woman, be they theist or atheist, has a duty to be as rude to you has humanly possible.
Oh, and as for what happens when I die, I at least know my name will live on in the body of knowledge we call the scientific literature; that my own albeit very modest contributions may have been of some value to my fellow man. And while I’m reconciled to the likelihood that there is no afterlife, I know for certain that if I’m wrong and a deity does exist, that reality has already passed judgment and shown that yours doesn’t. In that instance, I remain hopeful that this other god will respect that I lived my life honestly and tried my best to care for my fellow man and to understand its wondrous creation; and if I were you, Ken, I’d be hoping that it hasn’t taken exception to you amusing yourself by pissing all over it.
But  if it turns out that I’m right and that all we have is this fleeting moment of consciousness, this spark of sentience in the vastness of the uncaring cosmic infinite, this one chance to grasp life with both hands and live it to the full, then at least when I’m gone my name might be remembered for something worthwhile, while yours will either fade into obscurity like dust in the wind, or at best be used as an example for children to laugh at how stupid and ignorant some of their ancestors were, and at how hard they worked to drag humanity backward into the filth rather than toiling to push it upward to the stars.
“The only reason they respond that way is because the Bible tells us: ‘the knowledge of God is written on our hearts’. We have a conscience. We know there’s a God. Otherwise, why would they respond that way? In fact, in Romans I in the Bible it says ‘men suppress the truth in unrighteousness’. And really, when you see such an emotional response from these secularists. When you see the name calling, the profanity. You realize, what they’re doing is trying to suppress the truth and unrighteousness.”
Don’t think that I didn’t notice the gulping and swallowing there, Ken, because that’s a well recognized sign of the motherfucker who’s lying as hard and as fast as a preacher running to the brothel with the contents of a freshly filled collection plate burning a hole in his pocket.
But getting back to the point of your wishful and somewhat fanciful musings with regards to atheists’ motivations, I think I’ve already cleared up why at least I, and I suspect many, many others, were somewhat less than polite to you – and that’s, because you fucking deserve it. 
As for your spurious claims of insecurity, denial and suppression, well, let’s look at it this way. You see, Ken, it’s quite clear that the target audience for these videos aren’t Bill Nye nor the countless sane theists and atheists you might otherwise be trying to lure into your parlor. No, the desperation in your voice and the pitiful quality of your arguments speak to someone who just shat his pants at having a prominent and beloved educator calling him out on his bullshit, presumably because of the repercussions this might have on the credulity of the people he’s deceiving and so on an organization whose financial health is intimately intertwined with the perpetuation of their ignorance.
Thus whatever ludicrous fantasies your fevered mind has managed to concoct to dismiss the opinions of those who don’t happen to have bought into your abominable disinformation, it appears that they’re hardly coming from someone who’s in any way interested in finding out why he’s being criticized but rather from a panic-stricken conman who’s been called on his scam and who’s throwing up as much shit at his critics as he can in the hope that some of it might stick in the minds of his followers.
Furthermore, I can assure you that I’m most certainly not insecure in my beliefs since it’s only because I’m confident that the facts are on my side that I spend time making videos dedicated to creationist rectal disassembly. So while your Bible might contain the amateur psychoanalytical musings of its authors, it might behoove you to remember that these people belonged to a society that knew a great deal more about caprine sexual molestation than the intricacies of behavioral psychology.
This might fall sharply into focus, Ken, when I reassure you, and again I only speak for myself, that I don’t reject your particular god because of some kind subconscious rebellious streak, but because of the immense repository of evidence that shows he’s about as real as Lady Chatterley’s lover’s bell-end.
“In a way, they’re closing their ears, covering their eyes, and they’re saying ‘we refuse to believe that there’s a god who created’ We reject the Bible. We reject God’s word. Really it’s a clash of two world views. A clash of the absolutes of Christianity, based on God’s word, and moral relativism… er… based on Man’s words.”
It’s interesting how you claim that your critics are the ones who are closing their ears and covering their eyes to the evidence, Ken, because it highlights another theme in your videos that I’ve neglected to mention, and that’s the psychological projection of your own breathtakingly deliberate ignorance and repulsive behavior onto others. You really are a turd of proboscidean proportions, aren’t you? Because in the end, even if one were to accept your thesis, the so called evidence that you claim atheists are “ignoring” is of at best contentious and at worst wothless, while the evidence you’re ignoring is verifiable, reproducible and consistent. Hardly the same thing, eh dipshit?
And don’t think that I haven’t noticed that you’ve slyly shifted the topic from the defense of your specific ludicrously laughable dogma and the cartoon character you worship, to belief in the Christian God in general. Because even if your arguments had any merits, the best you’re doing is defending somebody else’s deity – which is kind of silly of you, isn’t it?
“And really, ever since Genesis Chapter 3, when man rebelled against God, our heart is that we want to do what is right in our own eyes. Because we’re sons and daughters of Adam, we inherit that sin nature of Adam, that sin nature is… we don’t want God. We want to do what is right in our own eyes. We want to define marriage any way we want to define marriage, for instance.”
Yeah, yeah, yeah. More desperate, baseless rationalization, eh Ken? It really is a sad state of affairs if that’s all you’ve got. I’ve not much to add here because I think I’ve pretty much covered it, but the reason I included this clip was to show you introducing another irrelevant subject you chose to dwell on in your videos, and that’s the bizarre non-sequitur of homosexuality and gay marriage. Rest assured that I’ll be giving you my opinion on your opinion once we’ve heard what you said next.
“You know, the Bible makes it very clear, for instance. If you start with God’s word, that God made Adam and Eve. He made Man and a Woman. Erm… in the New Testament, when Jesus is asked about marriage, he says: ‘haven’t you read? He which made them at the beginning made them male and female”. It’s very obvious, if you start with the Bible, that marriage is a man and a woman. But if you say, ‘no, the Bible’s not true’, then of course you can define marriage however you want to define it. In fact there’s no such thing as marriage. It’s whatever you want. However, whatever. You know? Who cares?”
Well, Ken, the fact that the Bible says God created man and woman is neither here nor there because a somewhat more reliable method than taking the fables of ancient tribal nomads literally – you may have heard of it… it’s called science – has conclusively demonstrated that these particular individuals never existed. And no matter how much you whinge and whine like a little girl about it, no matter how concertedly you spin your lies to the contrary, no matter how tightly you shut your mind to avoid the penetration of even the most infinitesimal jot of evidence, and no matter how desperately you throw up your irrelevant smokescreens, that fact isn’t going away any time in the foreseeable future.
So with that said, allow me to take a moment to express my disgust at your using your holy book as a justification for your own repulsive bigotry. If you detest gay people, Ken, kindly have the balls to own your petty, small-minded intolerance instead of hiding behind the words of long-dead sheep-shagging barbarians who appeared to be similarly obsessed by with the evils of fudge-packing yet peculiarly silent on the subject of child molestation and positively cock-a-hoop about the joys of rape and slavery.
Furthermore, since you seem to believe that a celestial arbiter with an unhealthy preoccupation with our genitalia will in due course be handing out somewhat warm-and-flickery consequences to those whose biology compels them to use said genitalia in less-than-orthodox pursuits, I cannot for the life of me imagine why you won’t leave the judging to Him and learn to mind your own fucking business. Because if that arbiter does exist, I very much doubt that he needs the help of cretinous busybodies like you, and if he doesn’t then all you’re doing is being a completely repulsive toad to your fellow man.
Now, I also found it interesting that you seemed particularly obsessed by this subject because it brings to mind the words of the Great Bard, that is: “the Lady doth protest too much, methinks”. Because in case you didn’t know it, Ken, it seems that it’s the people who are most vocal about their homophobia that turn out to have the greatest chance of secretly batting for the other side. I can speak to this myself because as far as I can tell I’m essentially at the far boobiephilic end of the homo-hetero spectrum, and funnily enough have absolutely no problem with people of different sexualities and care not one single shit what others they get up to in the privacy of their bedrooms.
And if that’s a little too anecdotal for your taste, then I suggest a visit to AntiCitizenX’s channel to watch his fascinating video on the psychology of homophobia where you’ll find plenty of empirical evidence to help explain away those strange feelings I suspect you get whenever you enter a public restroom. Oh, and while you’re there you might as well take a looks at his first-rate series of the psychology of belief – it may give you some especially prescient insights and save you a fortune on psychotherapy.
Finally, I also wanted to point out the slimy little trick you pulled when you quoted Jesus. Because as far as I’m aware your Messiah never once said anything one way or the other about homosexuality, and whether he decried or condoned it depends on which one of the two somewhat contradictory propositions as to whether he did or did not abolish Mosaic law one chooses to believe. In either case, though, it doesn’t matter because while I’ve seen endless creationists eagerly quote mining scientists as if they were about to strike the mother lode, this is still the first time I’ve seen one doing the same to his Lord and Savior. I’m sure Jesus would be very proud of you!
“You see? And that’s really what’s going on here. We’ve got this clash of two world views, because we have a clash of two religions. You start with God’s word, or Man’s word.”
You can take your threadbare and tatty canard of two religions and stick it up your arse, Ken, rotate it one hundred and eighty degrees, and then pull it out as roughly as you possibly can. Because as I’m sure you’re well aware, Atheism is as much a religion as not calling out ignorant lying dumbfucks on the bullshit they’re spewing like a can of spilled beer is a sound strategy for promoting a rational and progressive society. But since I realize that you’re a little slower than most, I’ll put it another way for you – it’s not, you lying turd. And if you should want to disagree, I’ll tell you what – you can tell me all about it after the next A-Hinduism service we attend together.
And as for the word of God versus the word of man, well, the second you can provide me with evidence that yours is what you say it is and not just what you claim it is then I’ll be happy to consider it. In the meantime I prefer to stick to the word that can actually be tested and verified and that has a track record for improving the lives of others and explaining the world around us.
But if you do find such evidence, Ken, and assuming that you and your followers aren’t too busy eking out a miserable existence foraging for cockroaches and picking lice from each other’s pubic hair, do be sure to let me know. I’ll be easy to find as I’ll be with the other sane people in that spaceship soaring above your heads on its way to untold adventures and the exploration of the unknown.
“Actually, the reaction of the secularist, to me, confirms over and over again that the Bible is true. It confirms Romans, chapter 1, that they know, they know in their hearts, and they suppress the truth in unrighteousness.”
Well, once again, Ken, given your track record of what you believe and quality of the evidence it takes for you to believe it, it shouldn’t come as much of a surprise that your personal formulations are unlikely to be taken seriously by anyone who isn’t feeble-minded enough to already be bound up by your preposterous doctrine, and in reality more likely to simply be laughed at by everyone who has a mental age in double digits. Tell yourself what you like, Ken. Whatever it takes to fill the cavernous hole you carry where your soul would be if it existed. But at the end of the day it does nothing to defend the patent falsehood of your farcical fables, nor any justice to the actual honest and earnest search for whether there is or isn’t anything beyond what we currently know of the material world.
It’s just sad. And pitiful. And pathetic.
“And that’s why we got such an emotional reaction from many of those secularists.”
Well, your personal hallucination aside, Ken, I believe that I’ve more than adequately explained in this and my previous video why your ongoing behavior in general, and these videos specifically, have led to exchanges tinged with a touch more ferocity than might have been the case had your protagonists been dealing with normal human beings.
And I personally, fully endorse such behavior towards you or any other garbage that insists on peddling these despicable lies, be it in exchange for power and profit or merely out of your own stupidity and ignorance. As far as I’m concerned, you and your ilk are pure, unadulterated filth; vile scum clinging to society’s toilet bowl, and the sooner you’re all flushed into the sewer of history, the sooner we rid ourselves of your foul stench, then the sooner we all, theist and atheist alike, can move on with making the world a better place instead of fighting to prevent simpletons like you from destroying it.
In closing, and with regard to your bellyaching about being treated with a little less than the respect to which you’ve somehow convinced yourself you’re entitled, allow me to quote you something from your very own Bible:“By their fruits ye shall know them”. Well, I regret to inform you that the reactions you’re receiving, Ken, are the fruits borne by the lying, misrepresentation and general shitbaggery that you’ve been sowing. So perhaps it shouldn’t come as too much of a surprise to you when the crows come home to roost.

